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Hours after tense Biden-Netanyahu call, Israel opens Gaza crossing
The Israeli government said it would open the Ashdod port and the Erez crossing from Israel into northern Gaza, along with increasing aid deliveries from Jordan, after U.S. demands.
Biden sought 'immediate' action  »
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Hailey Van Lith reportedly leaving LSU after 1 season
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Attention, Walmart shoppers: Retailer may owe you up to $500
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Christina Applegate says her 'legs are just done' during MS relapse
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Total eclipse of the stomach: Chain restaurants offer deals on April 8
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A revolutionary blended-wing plane made in California to hit skies soon 
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Politics·Yahoo News
Trump legal news brief: Judge Cannon rejects Trump’s latest motion to dismiss charges — but takes a swipe at Jack Smith
Judge Aileen Cannon denies former President Donald Trump’s motion to have criminal charges dropped in the classified documents case on the grounds that the Presidential Records Act (PRA) permitted him to keep them in his home after leaving the White House.
13 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Yahoo News
Will the primary 'protest vote' against Biden and Trump make a difference in November?
It could matter in a razor-thin contest. Just don’t expect a big swing in either direction.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL mock draft: Patriots trade out of No. 3 but still get their QB, and what do Bills do after Stefon Diggs trade?
As we turn toward the draft, here's Charles McDonald and Nate Tice's latest lively mock.
14 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Ranking the women's Final Four starters from 1 to 20
It’s the final weekend of the college basketball season and the two best point guards in the class of 2020 are not only still playing, but will face off against each other.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·LA Times
Travis Kelce, with billionaire girlfriend Taylor Swift, may have taken happiness to a new level
Taylor Swift's boyfriend, Travis Kelce, says he's "oozing life" after their recent vacation in the Bahamas.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·People
Conan O'Brien Is Returning to “The Tonight Show” for First Appearance Since Being Fired from Show 14 Years Ago
O'Brien will be a guest on the April 9 episode to promote his upcoming Max series 'Conan O'Brien Must Go'
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Stefon Diggs trade winners and losers: Josh Allen, C.J. Stroud, AFC defensive backs and more
Wednesday's deal will reverberate not just across two franchises, but the AFC. How's everybody looking now?
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rangers vs. Devils opens with line brawl, resulting in eight ejections
History indicated Wednesday's matchup would be tense.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·LA Times
In one of L.A.'s largest cash heists, burglars steal as much as $30 million in elaborate operation
In one of the largest cash heists in Los Angeles history, thieves made off with as much as $30 million in an Easter Sunday burglary at a San Fernando Valley money storage facility.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo News
Total solar eclipse guide 2024: When it is, where the path of totality is, how to watch it safely and more
Everything you need to know about the April 8 celestial event.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·The Kitchn
We Asked 3 Chefs to Name the Best Canned Tuna, and They All Said the Same Thing
“Turns out, there’s one hook for all three.”
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 25 best college graduation gifts for the class of 2024
It's time for a toast! Treat your 2024 graduate to one of these special graduation gifts anyone would enjoy.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
Should you be worried about bird flu? What to know amid new U.S. cases.
A dairy farm worker in Texas is the second-ever case of human infection in the U.S. Here's what it means for you.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life
What the total solar eclipse could mean for your zodiac sign: An astrologer breaks it down
An astrologist weighs in on the 2024 solar eclipse.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Sports
Andrew Siciliano, face of 'Red Zone Channel,' and others out at NFL Network, per report
NFL Network is laying off four of its most popular and talented on-air personalities.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rashee Rice didn't learn from the past, maybe other NFL players will learn from Rice
Rashee Rice should have taken a lesson from recent history.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
New twist to Stefon Diggs trade, as Texans give him chance to be free agent next year
Stefon Diggs could be one and done in Houston.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Marcus Mariota to make history with Commanders as 1st NFL QB to wear No. 0
Mariota's previous number had an important meaning.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
A's reach deal to play in Sacramento while waiting for Las Vegas stadium
The A's will head to Las Vegas by way of Sacramento.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Jamie Otis says she 'never knew' her husband was recovering from an opioid addiction until she was pregnant with her first child 
"My hubby's been completely off opioid addiction meds and has remained sober!," Otis said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Police investigation finds audio of racial slur used against Utah women's basketball team
Following the incident, the team moved to a different hotel closer to the host city.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Biden is getting antsy about rising gas prices
The president isn't saying so, but the administration's behind-the-scenes actions reveal a fear that rising gas prices could doom his reelection effort.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
WrestleMania 40: Predictions for every match on Nights 1 and 2
WWE's biggest event of the year, WrestleMania 40, takes place this weekend at Lincoln Financial Field in Philadelphia. The two-night extravaganza features 13 matches, with all seven of WWE's major championships on the line. Here's how we predict the event will unfold.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft: Favorite prospects, from no-doubt No. 1 pick to some old-school running backs
As we turn toward the draft, Charles McDonald gives you his 11 favorite prospects in this class, with some marquee names — and others that may someday become one.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
USC hires Arkansas coach Eric Musselman to replace Andy Enfield
Musselman has led Arkansas to eight NCAA tournament wins in three appearances.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: How every team should tackle the RB position
After ranking NFL teams by how much they need a quarterback, fantasy football analyst Matt Harmon turns his attention to the running back position.
12 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NBA Fact or Fiction: Does Nikola Jokić have any challengers in the MVP race?
How do the top MVP candidates stack up with the Nuggets star. Let's take a case-by-case look.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·Engadget
Only 57 companies produced 80 percent of global carbon dioxide
A new report found that just 57 companies produced 80 percent of carbon dioxide emissions worldwide between 2016 and 2022.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
5 hitters surprising early this MLB season, including the Astros' Yainer Diaz and Yankees' Anthony Volpe
If these five hitters can sustain their hot starts, their 2024 breakouts could be difference-makers for their teams.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Eric Musselman leaving Arkansas for USC job
Arkansas head coach Eric Musselman has parted ways with the Razorbacks to take the same position at USC, the school announced Thursday.  “My family and I couldn't be more excited for this incredible opportunity at USC," Musselman told USC Athletics.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Trojan Sports
USC announces hiring of basketball coach Eric Musselman
Just three days after longtime basketball coach Andy Enfield formally departed for SMU after 11 seasons with the Trojans, USC already has his replacement.  USC officially announced the hiring of Eric Musselman on Thursday, capping a quick coaching search that lacked much suspense as the former Arkansas coach was rumored and reported as the top candidate from the start.  Scanning the remaining field, USC didn't seem to have many overtly compelling options -- with exception to Musselman.
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Why this Final Four field is a surprise, despite the iconic brands and superstars
South Carolina, Iowa, UConn and NC State all took their own uncharted paths to Cleveland.
8 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Final Four: The most popular bet for national semifinals is NC State
The most unlikely story in this Final Four is a favorite among bettors.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness conundrum: How do you officiate Purdue big man Zach Edey?
Is Zach Edey the toughest player to officiate in college basketball. 'Yes,' one official says. 'He's a unicorn.'
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Knicks lose Randle until next year, Hornets' coaching search & Jrue Holiday's stellar season | No Cap Room
Jake Fischer and Dan Devine talk about Steve Clifford stepping down as head coach of the Hornets, Chauncey Bills and Vince Carter making the Hall of Fame, Julius Randle’s season-ending surgery and a lot more.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
The Dodgers couldn't even avoid drama with Shohei Ohtani's 1st HR with team
The fan who caught Ohtani's first Dodgers home run reportedly isn't happy with how she was treated.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Rashee Rice's lawyer confirms Chiefs WR was driving Lamborghini involved in multi-vehicle crash in Dallas
Rice apologized for his part in the crash before details were clear.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NBA Daily Playoff Picture: The one where the Warriors and Rockets tangle for the final time
With the regular season winding down, here's an updated look at the playoff picture and the stakes for Thursday's slate of games.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
How Final Four stars Zach Edey and Donovan Clingan project as NBA big men
The NCAA tournament has catapulted both big men to another level, leaving many to wonder where each player could possibly be drafted by NBA teams in June.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
How South Carolina rebuilt itself and became an even bigger juggernaut after roster overhaul
This was supposed to be a rebuilding year for Dawn Staley's program. Instead, the Gamecocks are undefeated, and this might be her best team yet.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·The Maize And Blue Review
Kalel Mullings sees himself, Donovan Edwards as 'thunder' and 'lightning'
Replacing Blake Corum — arguably the best running back in Michigan football history — will not be easy for the Wolverines heading into the 2024 season.  Corum totaled more than 1,200 yards and 27 touchdowns last year as a senior.  With Corum handling many of the goal line opportunities last season, Mullings only rushed for 222 yards and a score, with his lone touchdown coming against Nebraska in the form of a 20-yard scamper.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Why Julius Randle's season-ending surgery is such a tough blow for the Knicks
Randle's season-ending surgery is a brutal stomach punch for a Knicks team that’s been reeling through a rash of injuries. Can New York still make noise in the playoffs?
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Inside Nebraska
Rapid Recap: Explosive plays, Demitrius Bell hype and "juice on the edges"
Nebraska aims for more explosive plays, Demitrius Bell stock keeps rising and Huskers have "some juice on the edges."
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Arkansas forward Baye Fall to enter transfer portal
Arkansas forward Baye Fall is entering the transfer portal. IG: 3a43_4all   Arkansas freshman big man Baye Fall is set to enter the transfer portal, he announced on Thursday.The former McDonald's All-American never received consistent run in Fayetteville, as he appeared in just nine games this season and played a total of 45 minutes.
1 min read
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Politics·The Wrap
Dan Rather ‘Vehemently’ Denounces Trump as President for One ‘Simple’ Reason
“It’s not about politics,” the veteran newscaster says ahead of the 2024 presidential election The post Dan Rather ‘Vehemently’ Denounces Trump as President for One ‘Simple’ Reason appeared first on TheWrap.
2 min read
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Celebrity·People
Shirley Jones Turns 90! Sons Shaun Cassidy,  Patrick Cassidy and Ryan Cassidy Celebrate “Partridge Family” Star
"Simple things mean the most to her," Shaun Cassidy said of his mom
4 min read
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Celebrity·Life & Style
Kelly Clarkson’s Diet Is Having Some Stinky Side Effects That Are ‘Holding Her Back’
Kelly Clarkson looks incredible after her recent weight loss, but sources tell Life & Style the daytime diva’s breath has left some scrunching their noses. “She’s not eating much, and working on an empty stomach has had some nasty side effects, particularly bad breath,” the insider exclusively tells Life & Style. The 41-year-old Emmy winner...
1 min read
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Celebrity·InStyle
Elizabeth Hurley Finally Addressed Rumors She Took Prince Harry's Virginity
Royal fans have long theorized she's the "older woman" Harry talks about in his memoir.
1 min read
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US·NBC News
Alabama murderer gives up appeals and asks to be executed so that victims’ families have ‘justice’
A convicted killer on death row in Alabama told NBC News he no longer wants to delay justice for the families of the five people he murdered eight years ago and is ready to pay the ultimate price for his crimes.
7 min read
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Health·BuzzFeed
This Is One Unexpected Sign Of Colon Cancer That Doctors Urge People Not To Ignore
This symptom is often dismissed, which is why it's so important to recognize.
4 min read
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Entertainment·Deadline
Stephen Colbert Fights Tears In Moving Memorial Tribute To Executive Assistant Amy Cole
Stephen Colbert fought back tears as he ended Monday’s episode of CBS’ The Late Show with a black title card paying tribute to his late, longtime executive assistant Amy Cole, who had died the day before in New York following a brief illness. Cole had been battling cancer, according to colleagues who posted tributes on …
2 min read
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US·NBC News
South Carolina resort sued for 4-year-old’s drowning, the third death of a child there in three years
A trip to Crown Reef Beach Resort and Waterpark in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, turned to horror when 4-year-old Demi Williams drowned in one of the resort’s pools, which had no lifeguards attending to it and was poorly lit, according to a lawsuit filed last week.
7 min read
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Celebrity·Complex
50 Cent Reacts to Viral Clip of Black Man Fending Off 7 White Guys, Punching Them Into the Multiverse: 'Not a Problem'
The fight happened at a pool after the white guys allegedly attempted to jump the Black guy.
2 min read
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US·Associated Press
Students walk out of schools across Alaska to protest the governor's veto of education package
Students in Alaska's capital walked out of school Thursday and marched through the halls of the statehouse to protest Republican Gov. Mike Dunleavy's latest education veto and the Legislature's failure to override it.  The walkout was part of a protest organized by the executive board of the Alaska Association of Student Governments, said Felix Myers, a student organizer from Sitka.  Plans called for 40-minute walkouts at schools across Alaska, with 40 representing the number of votes lawmakers 
4 min read
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Politics·NBC News
Trump calls for Jack Smith's punishment for criticizing judge in classified documents case
Former President Donald Trump said special counsel Jack Smith should be punished for issuing a scathing critique of a recent request for jury instructions by the judge overseeing the case on Trump's alleged mishandling of classified documents.
3 min read
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US·USA TODAY
Arkansas mom arrested after 7-year-old son found walking 8 miles to school, reports say
A 33-year-old Arkansas mother was charged with battery after police said she forced her 7-year-old son to walk 8 miles to school in the dark.
3 min read
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Sports·USA TODAY
'An incredible run': Gambler who hit 3 jackpots at Ceasars Palace wins another
A gambler who won three jackpots in three hours last week hit a fourth on Thursday morning. The player more than doubled their previous win.
1 min read
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Celebrity·People
Nicole Scherzinger Wishes Fiancé Thom Evans a Happy Birthday with Cheeky Photo: 'My Love'
"Thank you for keeping me laughing from the inside out after all these years," the singer wrote
2 min read
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US·NY Daily News
Wife of New York Yankees exec killed after tree falls on car during storm
The wife of a New York Yankees executive was killed when a tree fell on her car in Westchester County on Wednesday. Catherine Tusiani, 50, was behind the wheel of a 2021 Toyota heading north on Route 128 near School St. in Armonk, N.Y., during Wednesday’s storm when a tree crashed down on her car around 5:30 p.m., authorities said. She was alone in the car and did not survive her injuries, ...
2 min read
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Politics·CNN
Fact check: Trump falsely claims that appeals court said ‘you won’ the civil fraud case he lost
Former President Donald Trump continues to make false claims about the New York civil fraud case he lost – including a wildly inaccurate declaration on Tuesday that an appeals court previously said that he had “won the case.”
4 min read
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Entertainment·Rolling Stone
Shakira Says She ‘Lost Money’ on Her First World Tour Because of a $1 Million Cobra
"It was sold out everywhere but I had to take a big loss because of a stupid cobra," she said
2 min read
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Sports·USA TODAY Sports
Video shows Tyson's trainer wincing, spitting fluid after absorbing punches from Iron Mike
Mike Tyson exhibits raw power in newly released video that shows his trainer wincing and spitting fluid after taking punches during a training session.
3 min read
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Politics·LA Times
Trump says he'll jail his opponents. Members of the House Jan. 6 committee are preparing
California Democratic Reps. Zoe Lofgren, Adam B. Schiff and Pete Aguilar are among those who believe they could be targeted for retribution if Trump is reelected.
6 min read
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US·Palm Beach Daily News
Billionaire fights to dock his boat on water behind his house. His 164-foot boat, that is.
A North Palm Beach homeowner says village officials are illegally stopping him from docking his megayacht behind his house.
8 min read
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Business·Fox Business
California minimum wage shocks fast food workers as restaurant closes: 'Only the beginning,' ex-manager warns
The Fosters Freeze team in Lemoore, California, felt "shock" as they learned of the restaurant's last-minute closure on Monday, following the state's newly enacted $20 minimum wage law.
3 min read
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Celebrity·TheBlast
Melania Trump's Campaign Excuse Branded 'Pathetic' By Former Aide: 'Melania Lied!'
Melania Trump's former aide, Stephanie Wolkoff, has slammed the reported reason she has been absent from the campaign trail as "pathetic."
4 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Jimmy Kimmel Reminds Trump Just How Much He's Hated By People Who Know Him Best
The late-night host delivers a blunt refresher to the ex-president.
1 min read
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US·Reuters
Judge warns Giuliani about 'pyrrhic' victory in Florida condo dispute
A U.S. bankruptcy judge said Thursday that Rudy Giuliani could be headed for a "pyrrhic victory" in a dispute over whether he should sell his $3.5 million Florida condo.  U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Sean Lane said at a court hearing in White Plains, New York, that he would not immediately rule on  creditors' attempt to force Giuliani, who is Republican former President Donald Trump's ex-lawyer, to list the property for sale, and he encouraged Giuliani and the creditors to work out a compromise.  Lane 
3 min read
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Entertainment·Snopes
Fact Check: Story Claims Drone Pilot Spotted Mysterious Door in Mountain and Ventured Inside to Explore. Here's the Truth
"As his drone soared higher, an astonishing sight awaited him — a small door perched atop one of the tallest hills," the story read.
5 min read
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US·KTVX
LDS Church President Nelson addresses age ahead of general conference weekend
President Russell M. Nelson of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints addressed his advanced age ahead of the Church's general conference weekend.
3 min read
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US·ABC News
Millions go missing from money storage facility in LA area on Easter
The Los Angeles Police Department and the FBI are investigating a multimillion dollar theft on Easter Sunday, sources told ABC News.  The money went missing Sunday from a money storage facility in Sylmar, in Los Angeles' San Fernando Valley, law enforcement sources said.  The company that owns the building noticed the money had been stolen on Monday morning.
1 min read
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US·CNN
University of Texas at Austin eliminating nearly 60 staff who once worked in DEI roles, civil rights and faculty groups say
The University of Texas at Austin has sent layoff notices to an estimated 60 staff members who previously worked in diversity, equity and inclusion roles, according to the Texas NAACP and the Texas Conference of American Association of University Professors.
3 min read
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World·Reuters
Russia's Lavrov says Chinese peace plan on Ukraine is most reasonable so far
China has proposed the most reasonable peace plan so far for resolving the Ukraine conflict, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov was quoted as saying on Thursday.  It received a lukewarm reception at the time in both Russia and Ukraine, while the United States said China was presenting itself as a peacemaker but reflecting Russia's "false narrative" and failing to condemn its invasion.  "This plan was criticized for being vague... But this is a reasonable plan that the great Chinese civilizat
2 min read
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Entertainment·Variety
Christian Bale Transforms Into Frankenstein’s Monster in First Look at Maggie Gyllenhaal’s ‘The Bride’
Christian Bale is Frankenstein’s monster in a first look at Maggie Gyllenhaal’s “The Bride.” The director, who is teaming up with Warner Bros. for the period film, shared images on Instagram from a recent camera test for the movie. Bale’s monster makes his debut alongside Gyllenhaal’s “The Lost Daughter” Oscar nominee Jessie Buckley as the …
1 min read
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Politics·Salon
Trump melts down on Truth Social over Jack Smith “attacking” Judge Aileen Cannon
Former president says special counsel should be "sanctioned or censured" for pushing back on Trump-appointed judge
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Trump's Ugly Calls For Violence Laid Out In Chilling New Supercut Video
The video shows the ex-president's embrace of literal attacks on rivals.
1 min read
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US·Charlotte Observer
Charlotte restaurant cited for roaches, dirty dishes during health inspection
This is the restaurant’s first “B” grade since May 2022.
1 min read
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US·WJW
Local Giant Eagle sells $150k Powerball ticket
No one was fortunate enough to hit the Powerball Jackpot, but the April 3 drawing still gave some lucky lottery players a windfall of cash.
1 min read
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Weather

Ashburn
View your LocationsRemove from favorite locations
Detect my location










Please enable location service for your browser	Enter City or Zipcode


	


TodayPartly cloudy with a 51% chance of precipitation. Winds from W to WSW at 9 mph (14.5 kph). The overnight low will be 39 °F (3.9 °C).54°39°

FriShowers today with a high of 52 °F (11.1 °C) and a low of 36 °F (2.2 °C). There is a 51% chance of precipitation.52°36°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 54 °F (12.2 °C) and a low of 37 °F (2.8 °C).54°37°

SunPartly cloudy today with a high of 62 °F (16.7 °C) and a low of 38 °F (3.3 °C).62°38°


See more[image: AccuWeather]
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 4 -You're experiencing a taste of what others go through every day, and you may or may not enjoy it! Regardless, you should be able to face your people with more wisdom than usual afterward. 
See more
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